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There's a perception that the glass ceiling has

to partnership

been shattered by successful female lawyers. It's
wrong, says Chrissie Lightfoot - women are still
smashing their heads and much vital progress

daily prejudice against her female assistants and associates. She

in a global law firm, and who also witnesses the

admitted with a pained expression: 'I didn't think it existed ... but it
does.'
So is there a problem? Yes, definitely. Is there a solution? Yes,

needs to be made.

there's always a solution if we - men and women - are prepared to
'Don't mind me, I just like legs,' crooned the male partner to the

put our egos, ignorance, arrogance and prejudice aside.

female trainee lawyer perched nervously on his office sofa. Placing
a sweaty hand just above her silky knee, he provocatively slid his

In an earlier article I shared the thoughts

fingers down to her ankle and slowly back again. Stroking and

from leading futurologists

and predictions

that the world is moving towards a

caressing continually - he then proceeded to take her through the

networked

finer details of boiler clauses and bespoke terms.

involvement,

global society, typified by hyper-collaboration,

This is not an overwrought

and a desire for legal advice based on emotion.

an appreciation

the importance
passage from a romance novel

designed to get. the heartbeats of middle-aged

housewives racing.

by clients of emotional

of human brand, interaction

return on

intelligence,

before transaction
Arguably, these

are just the type of skills in which women lawyers, women

Or indeed a pastiche of America's latest television craze, Mad Men.

partners and women in boardrooms

It is instead the kind of scene that is still regularly played out in the

communication,

offices of business law firms - along with a host of other 'hushed

empathy and relationship

conversation,

naturally excel; for example,

engagement,

involvement,

emotion,

marketing (networking).

up' behaviour.

Girl power
Cracks in the ceiling
Several"years ago I conducted

Female entrepreneurs
some research that resulted in a

for approximately

- buyers of legal services - currently account

a third of all entrepreneurs

worldwide,

and the

thesis entitled 'Relative work, relative leisure; women entrepreneurs

US Censl)s B.i.Jreaupredicts that by the year 2025, the share of

in the 1990s'. In it, I firmly concluded that there was no such

women entrepreneurship

thing as the glass ceiling. If women were prepared to work thrice

55 per cent. And the UK-based futurist,

as hard, make the right bold choices, bring about the necessary

in a recent report that by the year 2020, 20 per cent of the US

changes in behaviour and ultimately take control of their career

working-age

population

in that country will increase to more than
Rohit Talwar, predicted

will be self-employed

entrepreneurs.

journeys, then they could, quite simply, shatter the glass ceiling.
Where America leads in business, the rest of the world eventually
I was wrong.

catches up. Therefore, taking account of trends regarding the

My research was flawed. I'd failed to interview women in the

number of female entrepreneurs

legal profession. Also, at that time, I'd never worked in it myself,

temper our attitudes,

wor-Idwide, we'd be wise to

behaviour and prejudice towards women

witnessed what actually goes on or met the hoards of highly

lawyers. We'd be foolish to ignore the fact that we need talented

talented ladies who suffer from sexual harassment, bullying,

women in the business of law.

'professional

prejudice' and 'baby prejudice'. Those who dare to

complain endure the daily patronising,

megalomaniac,

egotistical

Why? In a networked
relationships,

society and collaborative

world where trust,

emotion and humanness are currency, where the

old boys' club mantra of 'if you want to get on in this.firm you'd

number of present and future women clients is set to increase,

better shut up and wise up'.

where clients do business with those they know, like, trust,

In a legal world where clients and prospective clients are being

understand and share common interests; where clients buy legal

entertained

advice on the basis of emotion,

in lap dancing bars and schmoozed by high class

escorts to 'seal the deal', it's not uncommon
attempting

for women lawyers

to scale the corporate ladder in London, New York,

Sydney and elsewhere to be stone-walled

and ostracised in

and justify that purchase with

logic, it's a no-brainer.
Fortunately, in adversity there is always
opportunity.

conversations and meetings with male colleagues while they
guffaw in their deliberations

over which strip (or sex) club their

clients would prefer.

Chrissie Lightfoot 'The
Entrepreneur Lawyer' is the chief
executive of legal consultancy

Problems and solutions
But should this be the attitude and behaviour we're proud of as a
profession and business? Do all male lawyers behave in this way?
Unlikely. Do all female lawyers endure and/or tolerate this kind of

EntrepreneurLawyer

Limited and

author of the book 'The Naked
Lawyer: RIP to XXX - How to
Market, Brand and Sell YOU!'

behaviour by their male (or female) colleagues? Again, unlikely.
Yet, when I recently posed the question 'does the glass ceiling
exist in our beloved business of law?' to many female lawyers,

This article was first published in The Global Legal Post

the overwhelming

27 April 2012 entitled

response was typified by one reaction. It came

from a female city lawyer who has managed to claw her way

"Connect and survive" and is

reproduced with kind permission.

www.womensolicitors.org.uk
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Chrissie lightfoot is CEO of EntrepreneurLawyer
limited, a UK based company specialising in
helping lawyers and entrepreneurs of today

Q: So who are these new sexy players,
and this new sexy competition coming
in to the marketplace?

become lawyers and entrepreneurs of tomorrow,

"Well for example there is Legal Zoom - probably the biggest

today. Chrissie is a solicitor (non-practising),

brand over in the USA now making inroads in the UK.

advisor, consultant, regular international

There's also Rocket Lawyer (venture capital backed by Google

Keynote speaker and a writer. She is a columnist

Ventures) and once again they are moving to the UK and beyond.

for The Global Legal Post magazine / e-zine,

We've also got Ajaz [Ahmed] who was the founder of Freeserve

designated blogger for the Law Society Gazette
('In Business' blog), Trinity Mirror ('Totally Legal'
blog), EnCountry ('Entrepreneur Country' blog
and e-zine) and Fresh Business Thinking blog and

a decade or so ago and he's launched a new company called
Lega1365.These are all entrepreneurial types who are turning the
traditional model of law totally upside down because they are
approaching it from a client perspective.
There's Riverview Law which includes some of the partners

e-zine. She advises law firms and their individual

from DLA who have recognised in the current economy and the

lawyers globally on personal branding, sales,

opportunities in the marketplace they want to focus on the small

social media, social networking, marketing,

medium and enterprise market. It's affordable law for the average

business development and innovation. The

business which is the mid market client. This is actually a growing

(London)

Times newspaper recently reported

Chrissie as one of the Top Ten Best Legal Tweeters.
Who better to give LINK her views on the use of
sodal media and social networking for lawyers?

CL:

"My story began actually four years ago. I was a corporate

lawyer and I spotted what I believed to be an opportunity in the
legal profession which had arisen because of a number of factors
- the global economic crisis, big changes in UK legal services,

market so it makes a lot of sense.

"... beca.use of digitisation,
because of technology and
beea.use of the new social
networks out there, things
are changing. "

increased competition.

"... lawyers themselves need
to change their behaviours
and their skills and even their
roles in order to adapt and
survive. "

But because of digitisation, because of technology and because of
the new social networks out there, thin~s are changing. As Mark
Zuckerberg said (in 2010) if you look ahead for the next five years,
with social networking you'll be able to take any industry and
completely rethink it. So let's take the legal profession - we've got
lawyers who were let go in this recession, or who thought quite
rightly 'I need to be self-reliant and take a grip - the advancement
I want is probably not going to be there because the whole model
is shifting'. These lawyers have actually gone out and started
their own businesses using their lawyerly skills or knowledge and

I recognised that lawyers increasingly would need to market, brand

connections.

and sell themselves, and since then it has been an interesting

One innovative firm is Property Place; Property Place is actually

few years as I have dealt with what one would probably class as

a Facebook app. It's a really neat way of helping consumers like

'legal dinosaurs!' They exist in all industries and obviously a lot of

you and I market our houses. So if we wanted to rent a room, or

lawyers want to put their heads in the sand and hope that change

even buy or sell a property without going through the traditional

is all going to pass on by, but of course the reality is that the

channels of using a lawyer or an estate agency you can do it by

technological revolution is here, the digital age is here, and we are

connecting with a community on Facebook. What's running behind

moving towards a data age as well. Young lawyers coming through

that is that should the user wish to have proper legal advice, the

are not just taught technical law now, they are taught how to be

owner is an ex-property lawyer, so he's actually got a company

business developers. Legal education is changing because of the

where any property legal work behind it that needs doing can be

need to position ourselves differently in the legal marketplace

done at the normal market rate conveyancing fee, with all the

of the future. We've got new sexy players coming into the legal

advisors sat there in the background. All of the consumers on

market in the UK and internationally, and we've got new sexy

facebook are a ready market if you like!

business models as well, so there's a whole new entrepreneurial

So this what all the other law firms, boutiques, virtual lawyers,

dynamic coming into 'the business of law' as we now call it.

franchise law-firms are having to compete with because you need

Therefore lawyers themselves need to change their behaviours and
their skills and even their roles in order to adapt and survive.

Continued over...
womensolicitors
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to be where the clients are, the consumers are, the business people

giving and then giving some more - finding useful information

are, and it is very smart what Property Place has done.

or news or quotes, or contacts, and introducing your contacts to

"... If you don't have any

successful.

other contacts. I spend a lot of time helping other people be more

social media and social
network skills these days,
you don't even get past
the CV check coming into
the HR department.
II

The outcome of that is that the answers I give are shared amongst
other people. It's great that you can share your opinion, because
after all we all have them! That's quite different from sharing facts
or advice. I would certainly say as a lawyer that you shouldn't
give any legal advice in your social media stream, as you will
invariably get yourself into a lot of trouble, individually, within
your firm and also ethically, But it's about that kind of activity, it's
about engaging on a regular basis - always doing something every
day, showing information on your Linkedln status for example - it
attracts people to you. I have a lot of people wanting to connect

That's an example' of why social media and social networks are

with me because I am sharing something on my linkedln status

becoming so important and it's certainly going to be very important

which goes out to the homepage on a feed stream every second

going forward for lawyers to be very successful. If you don't have

like Twitter, on a regular basis.

any social media and social network skills these days, you don't
even get past the CV check coming into the HR department. We
see this increasingly so in the legal sector. Over a third of firms now
have some form of social media advisor whether it's part of their
marketing or business development. But once again I would say
that self-reliance is where we are at in this economy going forward.
And because of that it is paramount that the lawyer has the
individual skills, such as being social media savvy and being able to
have a portfolio and book of business within a social network that
they have built for themselves.

Linkedin is connected and linked with Twitter so if you put one
message out in that particular area it goes out across another social
media stream so it is a very useful tool for amplifying your message
and your brand, and that's where the magic really starts to happen.
Not a lot of pepple understand this, and certainly not a lot of
lawyers do', There's also a barrier because a lot of lawyers are shy
about marketing themselves and backward at being confident and
bold about their personal brand and who they are, and worried
about not being authentic and being truly genuine. But I'll give
you an example - on Linkedln there are certain marketing norms,

Q: How can I use social media to generate

new business?

If you want to write a piece of copy or to attract somebody then
you've got to do it in a way that creates"Attention,
Credibility and Action',

•

Interest, Desire,

.

All forms of social media are just a form of first touch - a way of
having your personal brand out there, People are attracted to it if
you have positioned yourself properly so that you are in front of
the kind of people that you want to help and serve the most. So
for example, thinking about 'Chrissie Lightfoot, The EntreprE;neur
Lawyer' - when I connect with people it pops up on the.i.r.profile
straightaway, if I recommend them it pops up on their profile

Another thing that lawyers are very bad at doing, and I have to
confess I was bad at doing myself until I got involved in the ROAR
process is people always forget to ask the follow up question
because you almost feel you are afraid to, On Linkedln you've got
the ability on the bottom of your homepage profile to put contact
information and invitations in there, and you are better off being

too, if I join a group it pops up on that profile as well. So the

upfront and saying - 'if you are,., then get in touch.'

interaction and engagement happens once you have connected

Credibility is another big thing and there is a fantastic facility on

with somebody. Straightaway I would say to them 'Great, thanks

linkedln for recommendations because we buy because of third

for reaching out, how did you hear about me?' As soon as you

party recommendations. It's all about 'Likes' on Facebook, and

ask a question, you get a response - so that's the first touch point.

recommendations are the equivalent of 'likes' on linkedln. So there

The second touch point is 'thank you for that, what other groups

are lots of little gizmos on linkedln and Twitter that help to amplify

are you involved in?' and then they actually share that with you

your personal brand and therefore the firm's brand. There's so

as well. So then I go on to the groups that they are in and get

many more fabulous gizmos, Social media and social networking

conversations going based on the discussions that they've started

is such a powerful tool. Hopefully I'll share those with you in a

or that somebody else has started; at that point you are actually

workshop sometime!

meeting a community of people who are potential contacts and
connections because you share a similar interest - whether it is a
work interest or a leisure interest.

www.entrepreneurlawyer.co.uk

I built my network really fast because I identified strategically

entrepreneu awyer

the type of client I wanted to connect with, whether it was an

LAWYERS OF TOMORROW, TODAY.

entrepreneur, or a lawyer, or a specific sector that lawyers frequent.
And I share lots of relevant information that I know they would
want to get their hands on to grow their businesses and help

A version of this interview

them be more successful. So the focus is very much on giving and

video by Winscribe, May 2012,
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originally

appeared as a

